Due to the huge success of Jenny's Book 'The Color Purple Quilt' and the overwhelming demand by consumers to reprint this book, Jenny has decided to release an updated '21st Century' version of 'The Color Purple' aptly called 'COLOR PURPLE - THE NEXT GENERATION'.

'COLOR PURPLE - THE NEXT GENERATION' quilt comes on a CD, with an updated version of the original 'Color Purple Quilt' complete with instructions, photos (block by block) and pattern sheet that you may print as many times as you wish for your personal use - great particularly for patterns as it eliminates the need for tracing. Now for the best part Jenny has had 'COLOR PURPLE - THE NEXT GENERATION' digitized so the appliqué designs on each block and in the center are all included on the CD - just amazing. With technology forging ahead in the sewing industry providing bigger and bigger hoops this is perfect for those who have larger model machines (minimum hoop size 200mm X 140mm) as this quilt can be completed in a couple of weeks - it is amazing. We believe this to be the first of its kind on the market.

The Embroidery Appliqué Designs include all the appliqué built in, so you won't have to bother about doing the appliqué manually. The quilt will almost make itself!! (Of course for those who wish to do it manually the instructions are all there for you to do this also.) Two quilts for the price of one - now that is really a bargain. We are so excited about this development of 'COLOR PURPLE - THE NEXT GENERATION' and know that you will love this new and easy way of making this sell out quilt.

These embroidery designs have been digitized to take advantage of a large embroidery hoop 140mm X 225mm or larger. If you have a smaller hoop you will need to reduce the size of the designs using your design software.
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